Have a look at the All One Thread (AOT)
objectives to discover how you or your
organization can beneﬁt by joining the
AOT network.
Together we can make a positive impact
in the lives of women and their families!

Embroidery is thousands of years old
and is still practiced by women and
men all over the world. Yet – unlike
many other crafts – there has been no
global network to promote this skill
and to ensure that traditional
patterns and stitching techniques are
documented.
All OneThread aims to ﬁll this gap. It
was born from the love that Lynn Sim
and Paula Claycomb have for hand
embroidery.
Collectively, they have over 30 years
overseas experience working in
International Development. They can
assure you that hand embroidery is
alive and well in all corners of the
globe.
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Contact
allonethread@gmail.com
www.allonethread.org
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Objectives
Facilitate opportunities for hand embroiderers to connect globally.
People who are able to meet and speak with others who share common interests are more empowered
in their own lives. Through national, regional and international conferences and gatherings, hand
embroiderers will be able to share their successes and challenges and establish valuable connections for
future collaboration.
Safeguard and promote indigenous patterns, designs and stitching techniques.
AOT envisions working with UNESCO, governments, museums, academic institutions and embroidery
guilds to study and document traditional patterns, many of which are being lost. We will promote
the development of educational materials that tell the rich stories behind the patterns for schools,
museums, or traveling exhibits.
Improve the status of and access to market and business opportunities.
AOT will promote hand embroidered goods produced according to Fair Trade principles. Through
e-commerce and retail sales, AOT will link the customer to individual websites for their purchases.
Many organizations do this already; AOT will unify their eﬀorts, thereby strengthening
their own businesses.
Encourage and support hand embroiderers to pass on skills to the next generation.
AOT will support hand embroiderers to continue passing on their skills and knowledge to younger people
and, at the same time, foster initiatives that blend traditional design with contemporary ideas.
Promote the purchase of hand embroidered products, produced according to Fair Trade Principles.
AOT will join hands with hundreds of businesses globally to design and implement marketing
strategies that increase consumer awareness of, and willingness to buy from, enterprises that promote
hand embroidery and other artisanal goods.

Women will be the focus of AOT's efforts, especially those who have limited opportunities for networking,
marketing products, safeguarding tradition, and learning new skills.

